School and department ceremonies occur at various times and locations throughout the weekend across campus. Please see the Commencement Weekend website for dates and times of events.

This list specifies the location of each department's celebration and, if different, its reception. The locations can be identified by the number and grid locator corresponding to the map on the next page. Ceremonies in the Main Quadrangle also have the notation “MQ” (e.g., MQ Bldg. 40). JSW is short for Jane Stanford Way. Ceremonies marked with an * were held on Saturday, June 17.

**STANFORD UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT 2023**

**Location of School, Department, and Program Ceremonies**

**Commencement Ceremony, Stanford Stadium**
- • [K4]

**Commencement Livestream, Maples Pavilion**
- • [D20]

**Aeronautics and Astronautics, CEMEX Auditorium / Knight Management Center Bowl**
- • [1/2] [F4/F2]

**African and American Studies, Theresa H. Marshall Union, Oak Room**
- • [3] [B9]

**American Studies, Ford Center Grove**
- • [4] [F9]

**Anthropology, Cogswell Auditorium, Sequoia Grove**
- • [5] [A9]

**Applied Physics, Hewlett Bldg., Rm. 200 / Von Ohain Physics Patio**
- • [48/49] [E11/E10]

**Archeological Center, Archeological Center Front patio**
- • [6] [C9]

**Art and Art History, Muir Buckley Building**
- • [7] [H11]

**Asian American Studies (CCSRE), Lomita Hall Lawn, near MQ Bldg. 380**
- • [16] [D10]

**Bioengineering, Science & Engineering Quad SE Lawn**
- • [8] [D11]

**Biology, Bass Biology Bldg., Nabholz Courtyard**
- • [9] [C11]

**Chemical Engineering, Science & Engineering Quad SE Lawn**
- • [11] [D11]

**Chemistry, Sapp Center for Science Teaching & Learning / Auditorium and Courtyard**
- • [12] [G10]

**Chicana/Latina Studies (CCSRE), Lomita Hall Lawn, near MQ Bldg. 380**
- • [16] [D10]

**Civil and Environmental Engineering, Memorial Auditorium / Memorial Auditorium East Patio**
- • [13] [F9]

**Classics, Front of Green Library by Centennial Fountain**
- • [14] [O9]

**Communications, Memorial Court**
- • [15] [O9]

**Comparative Literature (DLCL), Dinkelspiel Auditorium / MQ/Oregon Courtyard**
- • [16] [O9]

**Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity (CCSRE), Lomita Hall Lawn, near MQ Bldg. 380**
- • [16] [D10]

**Computer Science, Fred Ampitheater**
- • [17] [H7]

**Design, Kennedy Grove**
- • [18] [E9]

**East Asian Languages and Cultures, Littauer Court**
- • [21] [O7]

**East Asian Studies, Littlefield Court**
- • [21] [O7]

**Economics, Hoover Tower Front Lawn**
- • [22] [E7]

**Education, Graduate School of, Cottle Court**
- • [29] [B6]

**Electrical Engineering, School of, School of Medicine Alumni Grove / School of Medicine Lawn**
- • [22/24] [F13/G12]

**English, Memorial Court**
- • [MQ Bldg. 40] [A10]

**Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Ford Center Grove**
- • [4] [F9]

**Film and Media Studies, McCutney Building**
- • [7] [H11]

**French and Italian Studies (DLCL), Dinkelspiel Auditorium / MQ/Oregon Courtyard**
- • [19] [B9]

**History, Lane History Center MQ Bldg. 200, Citrus Courtyard**
- • [30] [E8]

**Human Biology, Center of MQ / MQ East near Bldg. 25**
- • [31/32] [D9/F9]

**Iberian and Latin American Cultures (DLCL), Dinkelspiel Auditorium**
- • [19] [B9]

**Information Center, Stanford Stadium**
- • [4] [K4]

**International Policy Studies, Sequoia Bldg.**
- • [33] [D11]

**International Relations, Dohrnmann Grove, adjacent to Art Gallery**
- • [35] [E7]

**Jewish Studies (CCSRE), Lomita Hall Lawn, near MQ Bldg. 380**
- • [16] [D10]

**Korean American Studies, Richardson House**
- • [38] [A4]

**Law, School of, Cottle Court / Cottle Grove**
- • [50/56] [B6/B9]

**Management Science and Engineering, Lou Henry Auditorium**
- • [38] [A12]

**Master of Legal Studies, Artis Memorial Terrace behind Memorial Church**
- • [39] [O9]

**Materials Science and Engineering, SEQ / Kellogg Auditorium, Huang Bldg.**
- • [40] [C11]

**Mathematics, Lomita Grove**
- • [11] [D10]

**Mechanical Engineering, Maples Pavilion / Chuck Taylor Grove**
- • [43] [E4/G4]

**Medicine, School of, School of Medicine Alumni Grove / Denning House**
- • [57] [F13] [L12]

**Music, Braun Music Center, Cavello Recital Hall / Braun Courtyard**
- • [45] [E7]

**Natural American Studies (CCSRE), Lomita Hall Lawn, near MQ Bldg. 380**
- • [16] [O9]

**Philosophy, MQ Bldg. 40 Arches**
- • [40] [C9]

**Physics, Hewlett Bldg., Rm. 200 / Nabholz Physics Patio**
- • [48/49] [E11/E10]

**Political Science, Cottrell Courtyard**
- • [50] [E9]

**Psychology, Ford Center Plaza / Arena Square Center for Education and Recreation, Erickson Courts**
- • [52] [G10]

**Public Policy, Tupper Hall Lawn**
- • [53] [C9]

**Religious Studies, Bldg. 301 Lawn**
- • [54] [A9]

**Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies, Center for Policy Studies and Practices**
- • [50] [C9]

**Science, Technology, and Society, Knight Management Center**
- • [59] [F9]

**Slavic Languages and Literature (DLCL), Dinkelspiel Auditorium / MQ/Oregon Courtyard**
- • [59] [F9]

**Sociology, East Oval Grove**
- • [60] [F9]

**Stanford Center for Sustainability, Michelson Earth Sciences Bldg., North Portico**
- • [60] [C10]

**Statistics and Data Science, Sequoia Hall Grove between Sequoia Hall & JSW**
- • [62] [E10]

**Symptoms, Hewlett Bldg. Lawn**
- • [63] [E12]

**Theater and Performance Studies, Nalle Gym Courtyard**
- • [64] [C11]

**Urban Studies, East Oval Grove**
- • [60] [F9]

**Information Centers, Stanford Gates 2 & 4**
- • [69] [A4]

**Information Center, Center of Global & JSW**
- • [69] [A4]

**Information Center, S. McDonald Hall**
- • [94]

**Information Center, Front Steps of Hoover Quadrangle**
- • [59] [B9]

**Information Center, Gates & Memorial Way**
- • [15] [E9]

**Information Center, JSW & Louisa Mall**
- • [15] [E9]

**To view the Commencement interactive Google map, scan the QR code or visit:**
- • [gaso.stanford.edu/CW23-Map]